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In a 1962 paper S. Warner posed the following question: for which classes of rings does each compact topological ring therein possess a unique compact topology? There it is shown that the class of (unital) noetherian rings has this property, the topology in question being the Jacobson radical topology; in another paper he showed that the class of semisimple rings enjoys the same property, this latter result drawing heavily on I. Kaplansky's structure theorem for compact semisimple rings. In particular a compact topological ring with no nonzero topological nilpotents is in possession of the only compact topology it can carry. In this report we investigate equational compactness in the class of arbitrary (associative) rings satisfying the ascending chain condition on left ideals (A.C.C). Now the theory of equational compactness has been probed in various classes of (universal) algebras and in many cases this algebraic property characterizes the topological-algebraic property that an algebra be a retract of a compact topological algebra (the "Mycielski Problem"). We showed that in the class of commutative noetherian rings equational compactness is equivalent to topological compactness, so a strong motivating factor prompting a further investigation was the suspicion that the sharpened result obtained in the commutative noetherian case could be substantially generalized -yielding, first, an answer to the Mycielski Problem in this larger class of rings and, secondly, providing additional algebraic footholds for a further assault on Warner's question. Here positive answers to both questions are obtained for the class of rings with A.C.C. 0. Background. In this section relevant concepts are sketched and those results listed which are needed in the sequel but which are already known.
A^universal algebra Sί is equationally compact (J. Mycielski [11] ) if every system X of polynomial equations with constants in SI is simultaneously solvable in Sί provided every finite subset of Σ is. (See G. Gratzer [3] for universal algebraic and model-theoretic concepts.) Si is positively compact if the same relative solvability condition holds for systems of positive formulas with constants in Sί. (A positive formula with constants in Sί is a formula of the first order predicate calculus built up from 99 100 DAVID K. HALEY polynomial equations with constants in 21 by applying only the logical connectives Λ , v and the quantifiers 3, V.) The following modeltheoretic result will be of use in the sequel. PROPOSITION 
(B. Wegjorz [18]). A universal algebra is equationally compact if and only if it is positively compact.
A compact topological (universal) algebra Si is an algebra endowed with a compact (Hausdorff) topology compatible with its structure. It is an easy consequence of the Tychonoff Theorem that every compact topological algebra is equationally compact (see J. Mycielski [11] ), as is any retract of an equationally compact algebra. Thus the "Mycielski Problem" mentioned at the outset reads: In what classes are the equationally compact algebras always retracts of compact topological algebras? W. Taylor proved in [12] that there are equationally compact algebras which are not retracts of compact topological algebras, and indeed has constructed a semigroup with this property (see [13] ). Nonetheless, numerous classes of algebras are known supporting the positive side: Boolean algebras, semilattices, mono-unary algebras, unital modules, artinian rings, and varieties generated by quasi-primal algebras (see [18] , [2] , [19] , [15] , [5] , resp. [14] ); in this report we add rings satisfying A.C.C. to the list. Now a ring is a structural enrichment of an abelian group; hence a ring JR is equationally compact only if R + , the abelian group underlying it, is equationally compact. Equationally compact abelian groups, however, have a nice description. This is DEFINITION 0.2 (I. Kaplansky [8] ). An abelian group G is algebraically compact if where D is divisible, P denotes the set of prime natural numbers, and for each p£P, G p is a module over the p-adic integers Z*, the p-adic topology on G p is Hausdorff, and G p is complete in it.
J. £os proved in [9] that equational compactness in abelian groups is characterized by algebraic compactness, and we shall exploit this property in equationally compact rings. To this end, the following internal description of the factors of an algebraically compact group will prove useful.
PROPOSITION 0.3 (I. Kaplansky [8] Let R be an (associative) ring. We say SΓ is a topology for R if (R, 3~) is a topological ring. JR is a compact ring, provided there exists a compact topology for JR (where compact always means quasi-compact and Hausdorff). JR is noetherian if JR is a unital ring and satisfies A.C.C. The characteristic of R, x(R) , is defined to be the torsion bound of JR + if JR + is a bounded torsion group, and zero otherwise. J(R) denotes the Jacobson radical of R. R is semisimple if J(R) is zero. For general information on rings, topological rings, and ideal topologies consult [1] , [6] and [20] . Suppose that A and R are rings such that A is unital and R is an A -algebra which is unital as a (left) A -module. Denote by A * R the ring obtained by the standard "adjunction of an identity" construction. That is, the carrier set is A x JR, addition is componentwise, and multiplication is given by (α, r) (b, s) = (a * b, a -s + b r -f r s). We identify A and JR with their images under the canonical (ring) embeddings into A * R. Note that A * R has an identity, R is an ideal of A * R, and A * JR satisfies A.C.C. as soon as both A and R do. 
Preliminary results.
It is most advantageous when equational compactness is preserved in passing from an algebra to a homomorphic image or to a subalgebra. This is not generally the case, but the definition following gives a criterion under which it is true in rings. A restricted form of this criterion appeared in [5], but in the present discussion a slightly broader concept is required. 102 DAVID K. HALEY DEFINITION 1.1. Let R be a ring and 31 a left ideal of R. SI is positive in R if there is a variable x and a set Π of positive formulas with constants in i?, say Π = {φ, (JC); ΐ E /}, such that (a) x is the only variable occurring free in each φ t (x), and (b) the solution set of Π in R (i.e., the set of substitutes from R for the free occurrences of x in φ,(x) making each ψi(x) true in R) is precisely SI. Given the above situation, we say that Sί is expressible in R by the formulas Π. EXAMPLE 1.2. Let R be a ring which either has an identity or is such that R + is a torsion group. Let Sί be a finitely generated left ideal of R generated, say, by a u , a n . If R is unital, set k = 1, and if i? + is torsion, let k be a natural number at least as large as the order of each a h i = 1, , n. Then Sί is expressed in R (in both cases) by the single formula
Hence SI is positive in R. Suppose SI is positive in the ring R -expressible, say, by the set of formulas Π. Then in effect this just says that the unary relational predicate "x E SI" is characterized by the set Π of positive formulas in the sense that an element r in R is a solution of x E Sί (i.e., r E SI) if and only if r is a solution of Π. Proof. Suppose 9ί and 93 are ideals and let Σ be a system of ring polynomial equations with constants in 91/93, and which is finitely solvable in 91/93. Σ can be assumed to be of the form
where each φ ί is a ring polynomial with constants in SI/®. Replace each constant from 91/93 which appears in φ s by an arbitrary element from 91 which represents it modulo 93. The result is a ring polynomial φ) with constants in i?, and it follows that Σ': = {φ = z, / G /} U {z, G 93; / E /} U {x t E 9ί / £ /} (where z n j E /, are variables not occurring in-Σ, and x h i €?/, are all the variables occurring in Σ) is finitely solvable in R: Indeed, for a finite subset of Σ\ choose a solution of the corresponding subset of Σ, pick representatives of this solution out of the respective cosets and compute for the ij 's, which of necessity must lie in 93. Thus Σ' is solvable because R is equationally compact, and any solution taken modulo 93 yields a solution of Σ in 91/93. The other statement is proved by appropriately modifying the above.
The next result exploits the algebraic compactness of the abelian group underlying an equationally compact ring. PROPOSITION 
By Proposition 0.3 JR P is the largest subgroup H of i? + with the following property: every element of H is divisible (in H) by all powers of every prime not equal to p. From this and the above decomposition it is clear that JR P is the set of all elements which are divisible in R + by all powers of every prime not equal to p. Moreover, since R p has no nonzero elements divisible by every power of p, no nonzero element of R can be divisible in R + by every power of every prime. Together.this implies that (1)
Thus we have shown that, if ά p b p = c p , then for each prime q, c q = a q -b φ i.e., multiplication is componentwise.
It remains only to show that the subrings R p are Z*-algebras, i.e., that, in addition, (z r) s = z (r s) = r (z s) holds for arbitrary zEZ* and r, s E R p . But Z* is just the completion of Z with respect to the p-adic topology on Z, and since R p is a Z-algebra with Hausdorff p-adic topology the above identities are obtained by lifting in the standard fashion the same identities which hold down on the Z-algebra R p . The proof is complete.
The following consequence of the foregoing is interesting in its own right. PROPOSITION 
Let R be an equationally compact ring. Then R is a subring of an equationally compact unital ring if and only if R + is a reduced group.
Proof. Note first the elementary fact that a direct product of rings is equationally compact if and only if each factor ring is. Now if R* is reduced, then by the last result R = U(R P pGP) such that for each p, Π (p n R p n E N) = (0). Now R p is an equationally compact ring (being a factor of one) and for each n, p n R p is an ideal in JR P , which, moreover, is expressed by the positive formula (3y)(jc = p n y); hence R p /p n R p is an equationally compact ring by Proposition 1.5. Since it also has positive characteristic it is a subring of an equationally compact unital ring, say S p ", by Proposition 0.5. By way of the canonical projections of R p onto R p /p n R p we therefore obtain embeddings
Thus R p is embeddable in the equationally compact unital ring S p . Taking products again, we get
with S an equationally compact unital ring. Conversely, suppose JR C S, where S is equationally compact and unital. Any divisible subgroup of R + must annihilate all of S by Proposition 0.6, i.e., must be (0), since 5 is unital. Thus R + is reduced.
In conclusion we record two Lemmata which will have recurrent applications. Since there are only a finite number of r f 's, 6/s and 6 n 's, it is now clear that in 93 there can be only a finite number of cosets modulo SI 58.
With these tools in hand we turn our attention to the class of rings satisfying A.C.C.
2.
The noetherian and torsion cases LEMMA 
Let R be an equationally compact noetherian ring, and let

S Λ be a left ideal of R such that the R-module JR/Sί is subdirectly irreducible. Then R/W is finite.
Proof Suppose not. Since JR/9Ϊ is subdirectly irreducible, there is an element agl s ?( contained in each left ideal properly containing St. In particular, for any s E /?\9l, the left ideal 9ϊ + Rs contains a. Choose a set / such that | /1 > | R |, and let Σ = {a -y, (x, -x,)= z, ί, / E /, *y /} U {z X] E ?ί; i, / E /, ιV/}. Σ is finitely solvable: indeed, in any finite subset of Σ replace the occurring x ι 's by elements of JR which lie pairwise in distinct cosets of SI, and then solve. 91 is finitely generated, hence positive (Example 1.2), so Proposition 1.4 says that Σ is solvable in R. But the cardinality of / forces two distinct x t and x, to assume the same value, implying that a ε9l. This contradiction completes the proof. 
. A noetherian ring R is equationally compact if and only if the J(R)-topology is compact.
In the following two Lemmata it is assumed that JR is a ring satisfying A.C.C. and having a torsion group underlying it (which, under A.C.C., is equivalent to R having positive characteristic). Let χ(R) = n>0. LEMMA 
If R is semisimple and equationally compact, then R is finite.
Proof. By Proposition 0.5 Z n * R = : S is an equationally compact noetherian ring. It suffices then to show that S is finite. Now J(S) is a positive ideal so by Proposition 1.5 S/J(S) is equationally compact; moreover, S/J(S) is noetherian and semisimple, hence finite by Proposition 0.7. Thus it would suffice to know that J(S) is finite. Suppose not; then by the finiteness of Z n there would be elements r^ s E R, z E Z n with r 4-z, s + z elements of J(S). But then, remembering that R is an ideal in S, n has finite index for each nEN. The J(R )-topology thus satisfies the hypotheses of Lemma 1.8 (again putting R = S) and we conclude that it is a compact topology for R. Since it possesses a subbase of neighborhoods for zero consisting of left ideals of finite index, it must be coarser than any other compact topology for R by Lemma 2.5. Since distinct compact topologies are never comparable, the J(R )-topology is the unique compact topology for R.
The main results.
From now on R will always denote a ring satisfying A.C.C. The analysis of the J(R )-topology by a frontal attack, as was possible in the torsion case, eludes us here. We no longer have Lemma 1.9 at our disposal, nor is there any reason to believe that the powers of the radical are positive ideals, tools which found heavy use in the. foregoing. We must take a different tack, by constructing first a more amenable topology for R -later it will reveal itself as just a different description of the /(jR)-topology.
where, for each i = 1, , n, JR, is a Z* pi -algebra, complete in its Hausdorff Pi-adic topology.
Proof. Suppose D^ (0) Proof. Subdirect irreducibility and Proposition 3.1 imply that JR = R Pι with the properties stated there. Set p = p x . In particular, then, n(p n R; n £N) = (0). Hence by subdirect irreducibility there exists n E N with p n R = (0), since the p n JR are ideals. I.e., there is an n E N such that χ(R) = p n >0. By Proposition 2.6, jR is a compact ring in which the unique compact topology is the /(jR)-topology. In particular, n(/(jR) n ; n EN) = (0). Again subdirect irreducibility implies /(JR)" = (0) for some n, that is, the J(jR)-topology is discrete. Being compact also means that J? has to be finite, which was the claim.
Let JR be equationally compact. From Proposition 3.1 it follows that Π (mJR m E N) = (0). Let 0 ^ r E JR. Then there is an m E N such that rg-mJR. Zorn's Lemma yields an ideal, say 2l r , which is maximal with respect to the property of (1) being an ideal, (2) not containing r, and (3) containing mR. Let 3d enote the topology on R generated by {α+3l r ; aER, r G R\{0}}
taken as a subbase for the open sets. Being an ideal topology 5" is a topology for R, and, moreover, is Hausdorff, since Π (2l r r E JR\{0}) = (0 Proof. It is clear that % r is maximal with respect to the property of being an ideal not containing r. Thus JR/SΪ Γ is subdirectly irreducible, satisfies A.C.C., and is equationally compact since % r is positive. Hence jR/Sί r is finite by Lemma 3.2, i.e., % r has finite index. Then Lemma 1.8 applies (taking R = S again), implying that 2Γ is quasi-compact, and hence compact.
We are ready to prove: (ii) φ (iii): For R we have the topology & as constructed above. Set JR X = JR\{0}. The canonical projections R -* JR/Sl,, r E R\ induce an embedding representing JR as a subdirect product of the finite subdirectly irreducible rings Rl% r . To show is that R is closed in S, where S is endowed with the product of the discrete topologies on its factors. Identify JR with its image in S, and suppose that a: -(ά r ) r ς=R x , where ά τ = a r + H r E i?/Sϊ r , lies in the closure of R. This means that every subbasic neighborhood of a meets JR, i.e., that for every finite set r u -, r n E R x there exists b E R such that b + % t = ά m i.e., such that b -a n E % n i = 1, , n. But that just means that Σ = {x -a r = y r r G R*} U {y r G «, r G R*} is finitely solvable in i?. Since the 9ί r 's are positive in R (Lemma 3.3) Σ is solvable in R by Proposition 1.4, yielding an element a G R (the substitute for x) with a = (ά Γ ) re κ* = ά, that is to say, ά G JR.
(ϋ) φ (iv): Let JR =/?i0 0jR n be the decomposition of R given by Proposition 3.1. Since each R t also has A.C.C. and is equationally compact, it suffices to prove the claim for each of the summands; that is, R may be assumed to be a Z*-algebra and complete in its Hausdorff p-adic topology. Set 5 = Z* * R. S is noetherian, R is an ideal of 5, so the claim will be proved if a compact topology for S can be found. Let ίΓ s be the topology on the set Z* x R given by taking the product of the (compact!) p-adic topology on Z* with the topology 2Γ on JR, which is compact by Lemma 3.4. Thus SΓ S is compact, and we claim it is a topology for S. Now obviously SΓ S is compatible with the addition (being componentwise) and it is equally clear that the multiplication map, when restricted to either of the factors Z* or JR, is continuous. Thus the only point of concern is the continuity of the map (z, s)*-* z -s. Now z s + 2l r is a typical subbasic neighborhood of z 5. By construction Sl r contains mR for some m EN. Then for some n GN, mZ* = p"Z* = (p n ), a neighborhood of zero in the p-adic topology on Z*. Moreover, 2l r is a Z*-algebra ideal, since every element in Z* is the sum of some integer and an element of (p n ) and
Thus, (z + (p"))x (5 + ?ί r ) is a neighborhood of (z, 5) and an easy computation now shows that it is mapped by μ into z s + Sί Γ . The proof is complete.
REMARK.
Implicit in the proof of (ii) Φ (iv) above is the following: If R is an equationally compact ring satisfying A.C.C, then (in the notation of Proposition 3.1) R is even a compact topological A -algebra, where Λ =Z* i 0 0Z* is endowed with its (unique) compact topology and R with its compact topology if.
We return now to the radical topology; now, condition (iv) of Theorem 3.5 offers a suitable setting in which to study it. LEMMA 3.6. // R is equationally compact, then J(R) n has finite index, for every n G N.
Proof. Since J(R) is positive, JR : = R/J(R) is equationally compact by Proposition 1.5, satisfies A.C.C., and is semisithple. Then by Theorem 3.5 (iv) R is an ideal of an equationally compact noetherian ring S. Then S/J(S) is equationally compact, semisimple and noetherian, hence finite by Proposition 0.7. But S/J(S) is at least as_ large as R/(J(S) Π R); since J(S) Π R = J(R) = (0), we conclude that R is finite, i.e., that J(R) has finite index in R. Thus, the Lemma will be proved if we show the following: For each n g 1,
is finite. Now let S be an equationally compact noetherian ring containing R as an ideal (Theorem 3.5 (iv) again). J(R) is then an ideal in 5, being the meet of J(S) and R, two ideals in S. Hence every power of J(R) is an ideal in S, and therefore positive in S, 5 being noetherian; hence by Proposition 1.5 J(R) n /J(R) n+ι is an equationally compact ring. On the other hand, R/J(R) n+1 is a left R-module, and has, as such, the ascending chain condition on submodules. This means that the R -module
is finitely generated over R but J(R)C ann Λ (M), and so M is a module over R/J(R) = R, and finitely generated as such. Since R is finite, we conclude that M is even finitely generated as an abelian group. By the Fundamental Theorem, if M were infinite, M would contain a copy of Z as a (group) direct summand. But the group M is the abelian group underlying the equationally compact ring J(R) n /J(R) n+ \ hence must be equationally compact as a group, and therefore the summand Z would be equationally compact as a group too. This is, however, not the case (see e.g. [11] ), and therefore M must be finite. PROPOSITION 
// R is equationally compact, then the J(R)t opology is compact.
Proof. By Theorem 3.5 (iv) R is an ideal of an equationally compact noetherian ring S. Since the /(S)-topology is compact, it follows as before that Π (J(R) n n G N) C Π (J(S) n ;n£N) = (0), i.e., the /(i?)-topology is Hausdorff. As observed in the proof of Lemma 3.6, the powers of J(R) are all positive in S this fact and Lemma 3.6 itself mean that the conditions of Lemma 1.8 are met. We conclude that the J(R )-toρology is compact. THEOREM 
// R is a compact ring satisfying A.C.C., then the J(R)-topology is the unique compact topology for R.
Proof. In the light of Proposition 3.7 it will suffice to show that the topology SΓ is the coarsest compact topology for R. So let 3~0 be an arbitrary compact topology for R. To verify is that each subbasiĉ -neighborhood of zero, 5l r , is JVopen. hence A is compact, hence ^Ό-closed in R. Thus 21 Γ = U (A + z,α, + + z t a t 0 g z, < m, 1 ^ * ^ ί)
is also 5yclosed, hence ίf 0 -open since SI, has finite index.
With the help of the above we obtain another characterization of equational compactness. The details missing for the proof are standard ring-topological arguments, which may be supplied by the reader. Note that in the unital or torsion case, the condition that each power of J(R) have finite index in the above can be replaced by the weaker condition that just R/J(R) be finite -on account of Lemma 1.9. However, in the general case the finiteness of R/J(R) will not suffice -the abelian group Z endowed with the trivial multiplication provides a simple example.
